30 Test Terms
Words you need to know to answer questions properly.
Put the Test Terms on cards and the Descriptions on sentences strips; match and discuss. Once familiar,
pick a card and ask the child to verbalize the description; then compare two or three Test Terms determining
the differences. Gather short passages, create questions and ask the child to respond appropriately.

____Analyze

To delve and think of something carefully and come up with an answer.

____Answer

To write what you think is the correct answer to a question.

____Check

1. To read the question and all the answers, then choose the correct one.
2. Once done, go back and double-check all of your answers.

____Choose

Read the question carefully then select/pick the correct answer.

____Compare

Tell how two items are similar.

____Contrast

Tell how two items are different.

____Define

Give the meaning of the word (definition).

____Describe

Tell or write the details of something; what it is like. Write it so the reader
sees in their mind what you see in yours.

____Detail

Tell the facts about someone or something.

____Discuss

To write or talk about something; include facts and options.

____Evaluate

To consider the pros and cons and make a judgement.

____Explain

To describe something to someone so they understand it.

____Explain why

To give reasons behind why something happened.

____Fact

Something you know is true.

____Identify

To find out who a person is or what a thing is.

____Infer

To come to a conclusion from the facts that are known.

____Justify

To write how a decision or action is reasonable or necessary.

____List

To make a list. To write or say names or things one after another.

____List Facts

To list only the known pieces of information; not your opinion.

____Main idea

The main point of the story (not necessarily the main thing that happened).

____Persuade

To change someone’s mind.

____Point of View

Your opinion about something or someone.

____Provide

To write or give the answer that is wanted or asked.

____Retell

To give details about a story or event.

____Sequence

To tell something in the order that they happened.

____Solve

To find an answer to a problem or a question.

____Summarize

To tell the most important points about something.

____Support

To build a case (give details) so the reader is persuaded to your side.

____Synthesize

To pull all the points of information together; to make sense of it.

____Tell Opinion

To tell what you think or feel about something; does not always contain facts.
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